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Your request 

Subject: Your request 
Date: Thu, 11 May 2000 10:22:31 -0400 
From: Madeleine Jacobs <msj95@acs.org> 

To: baderfa@execpce.com 
CC: s_wahl@cadmium.acs.org 

> Deaie Aly 

> 

>I'll have my secretary handle this. Your message below, however, was 
-computer gibberish. JI assume you sent a message to Member & Subscriber 
>Services asking for your C&EN? 
>Madeleine 

PAt 02:34 PM 5/10/00 -0400, you wrote: 
>>-- Begin filtered message -- 
>> 

>> From baderfa@execpc.com Wed May 10 14:34:46 2000 
>> Received: from argon.acs.org (argon.acs.org PUA 5 MG (Oe, INO) 
>> by cadmium.acs.org (8.9.3/8.9.3) with ESMTP id OAA19277 
BE for <edit.cen@cadmium.acs.org>; Wed, 10 May 2000 14:34:45 -0400 (EDT) 
o> Received: from out3.mx.nwbl.wi.voyager.net 
> (IDENT: sendmail@out3.mx.nwbl.wi.voyager.net LOE BOT Ska VEG) 
= by argon.acs.org (8.9.3/8.9.3) with ESMTP id OAA25856 
eS for <edit:cen@acs.org>; Wed, 10 May 2000 14:34:44 -0400 (EDT) 
>> Received: from execpc.com (d29.as5.nwbl0.wi.voyager.net obs AOU SRG Te Sy A) 
>> by out3.mx.nwbl.wi.voyager.net (8.9.3/8.9.3) with ESMTP id NAA24431 
>> for <edit.cen@acs.org>; Wed, 10 May 2000 13:34:30 -0500 
?> Message-ID: <3919ADD1.29BB553E@execpc.com> 

2- Mace Wed, —LOWMay 2000 13431229 —0500 

>> From: Alfred Bader <baderfa@execpc. com> 
>> Reply-To: baderfa@execpc.com 

>> Organization: Alfred Bader Fine Arts 
Zohan her MOzi ta 4 7, = (en | C-uxXHePC—404 (Win98; T) 
>> X-Accept-Language: en 

>> MIME-Version: 1.0 

>> To: Madeleine Jacobs <edit.cen> 

>> Subject: Your e-mail of May 4 

>> Content-Type: multipart/mixed; 
>> boundary="--------=---- 83F5B3F4C78121DBB1F47B3B" 
SS 

>> This is a multi-part message in MIME format. 

BE 83F5B3F4C78121DBB1F47B3B 

p-SeCOneche— lVPCsuMuUlLE to ane, aleernats ver. 

>> boundary="—-——-—=—-----— 3B10B7113E4AE1AC41817355" 
>> 

>> 

Boe Sa = SSS SSS 3B10B7113E4AE1AC41817355 

>> Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii 

Pe (COmicsinne = Miaensigee=liigieteyolliate3 Yoke 
>> 

>> Dear Madeleine, 

>> I have been traveling a good deal during the last few months and was 

>> really delighted when my secretary told me by telephone Monday that 

>> Sigma-Aldrich has been reinstated on the list and is now #71. 

>> As you will see from my recent letter to C&ENews, I have not been 

2 Ee CoM MiG malvyzeissSuCse Ss TiCesUanlary Sls: vendein cine Lam sure that 0 

>> will receive one large package with all the missing issues. 

>> In the meantime would it perchance be possible for you to ask your 

7 SeCCrLebary co ysend me the May i issue Separately, Or perhaps just to fax 

>> me the relevant pages. My fax number is 414-277-0709. 

>> With all good wishes I remain 

lof tl 5/11/00 12:27 PM 





Your request 
per , 

aS 
>> 
SS 

SS 
SS 
>> 
SS 

SS 
SS 
SS 

SS 

>> 

Yours sincerely, 

Alfred 

SS = 3B10B7113E4AE1AC41817355 

Content-Type: text/html; charset=us-ascii 

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 

<Helotcieyjoe Joel jowioilie Y/puctey/ /elee! laemil 4.0 tememsaenomell/ ems 
layer 

Dear Madeleine, 

<p>I have been traveling a good deal during the last few months and was 

really delighted when my secretary told me by telephone Monday that 
>Sigma-Aldrich 

SS 

a 

>> 

>> 

>> 

has been reinstated on <u>the</u> list and is now #71. 

<p>As you will see from my recent letter to C&amp;ENews, I have not been 

receiving any issues since January 3lst and in time I am sure that I will 

receive one large package with all the missing issues. 

<p>In the meantime would it perchance be possible for you to ask your 

7 SCCECEALY 

a to send me the May 1 issue separately, or perhaps just to fax me the 

>relevant 

>> 

2 of 11 

pages. énbsp; My fax number is 414-277-0709. 

<p>With all good wishes I remain 

<p>Yours sincerely, 

<br>Alfred</html> 

ee ye ae ee ae 3B10B7113E4AE1AC41817355-- 

SSSSSSeSseSees 83F5B3F4C78121DBB1F47B3B 

Content-Type: application/msword; 

name="Reinstate subscription from Feb.2000 on, 5-2-2000L.doc" 

Content-Transfer-Encoding: base64 

Content—-Disposition: inline; 

filename="Reinstate subscription from Feb.2000 on, 5-2-2000L.doc" 

OM8R4KGxGuEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA PG ADAP7 / COAGAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABAAAAT gGAAAAAA 
AAAAFAAAJAAAAAEAAAD+////AAAAACEAAAD//////////S//SSSISISASSSS SAIS AAAS AAAS 
JAA TA ATA ATA AAIDAM AAA EAA ADA ATTA TAMA HAIDA AIGA TA GAA MAA ITAA AA AAPA. 
LITT I I PATA TAA BAHIA MATA TAI ATT LD TD TIAA TAA A TMU TIATED 
TAMMIE TM Me IE TAA TATED AAD OTOL TIM TTY DAE CUT AT AAMT ADA TALE 
TL TLL EL TE YE LO OL TT 
SME TE EE EE EE 
PAPA TIAL JAA TAD TAMA AME TE ol GEA TATA DA TAT ATTA ASME 
LIA IA PATI SADA SAAT AAT ATAAAAEPAOAAAD DADA I AAPA ATTA TATA AMA MATTIE 
JVISISSSAAAAAAAAA AAAS AAA AAA AAA AAA 1 Sp CEAWOAJBAAAABK/ AAAAAAAAEAAAAAAABAAA 
2wYAAA4AYmpiavNX8 1 CAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAATBBYAIhAAAJE 9JAQOCRPQEA2wIAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAD/ / w8 AAAAAAAAAAAD/ / w8AAAAAAAAAAAD//w8A 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAFOAAAAAABwBAAAAAAAAHAEAABwBAAAAAAAAHAEAAAAAAAACAQAA 
AAAAABwBAAAAAAAAHAEAABOAAAAAAAAAAAAAADABAAAAAAAAMAEAAAAAAAAWAQAAAAAAADAB 
AAAAAAAAMAF AAAWAAAA8 AQAA FAAAADABAAAAAAAAMw YAAD4 BAABCAQAAAAAAAFWwBAAAAAAAA 
XAEAAAAAAABCAOAAAAAAA FwBAAAAAAAAXAEAAAAAAABCAQAAAAAAA FwBAAAAAAAAt+AUAAAIA 

AAD 6 BOAAAAAAA Po FAAAAAAAA+ g UAAAAAAAD 6 BOAAAAAAA Po FAAAAAAAA+t gUAACQAAABXBwAA 

9QAEAAGUJAAB 4 AAAAHg YAABUAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAHAEAAAAAAABCAQAAAAAAAAAA 

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABCAQAAAAAAA FwBAAAAAAAAXAEAAAAAAABCAQAAAAAAAB4 GAAAAAAAA 

OAEAAAAAAAACAOAAAAAAA BwBAAAAAAAAXAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA FwBAAAAAAAAXAEAAAAA 

AACgAQAAAAAAAKABAAAAAAAAOAEAAAAAAABCAQAACGAAA BwBAAAAAAAAXAEAAAAAAAACAQDAA 

AAAAAFwBAAAAAAAA+t+ AUAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMAEAAAAAAAAWAQAAAAAAABWB 

AAAAAAAAHAEAAAAAAAACAQAAAAAAA Bw BAAAAAAAAXAEAAAAAAAD4 BOAAAAAAAKABAABYBAAA 

OAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA Pg FAAAAAAAAHAEAAAAAAAACAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAt AUAAAAAAABCAQAA 

AAAAAFABAAAMAAAA4 JyOTmy 0 vwEwAQAAAAAAADABAAAAAAAAZ GEAADOAAAD4 BOAAAAAAAAAA 

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADQOONDOONDOONDULheSAyLCAyMDAwDQONDUMmRSBO 

ZXdzDTEXNTUgU214dGV1lbnRoIFNOcmV1ldCwgTi5XLg1xXYXNoaW5ndG9uLCBELkMuICAyMDAz 
5/11/00 12:27 PM 





file:///Untitled 

Dear Professor Jonas, 

Thank you for your helpful e-mail of today. 

I look forward to giving the talk on the History of Aldrich and hope that you will invite students in 

chemistry and also students in business. for that talk I will need an overhead projector. It could be held 

either at around 11 am or early in the afternoon. Then the second talk, on paintings, would be at the 
Museum late that afternoon. 

May I impose on you to find us a simple hotel near you? We prefer just one bed and a non-smoking 
room. 

With all good wishes I remain 

Yours sincerely, 

Alfred Bader 

"jonas@chemi.muni.cz" wrote: 

Dear Dr. Bader, 

Thank you for a prompt reply. As for the theme of your lecture - I have 

_ heard all the lectures you have given here in Brno so far and I have 

considered all of them highly interesting and very nicely delivered. | think 

_ that the Loschmidt story has become widely known among the chemists here 

due mainly to your efforts. That is why I would suggest you give the talk on 
the History of the Aldrich Chemical Co. It was given in Lachema on your 

first visit here to a limited audience of Lachema employees and may attract 

| more people. 

Mrs. Woergoetter will plan your lecture at the Moravian museum for June 14, 

around 5 or 6 p.m. While the lectures at the museum are usualy in the late 

afternoon hours, the beginning of the lecture at the faculty can be set so 

as to suit you best. 

_ Prof. Skursky and I would be gratefull for a chance to meet with your wife 

and you at any time during your stay in Brno. 

With best regards and wishes 

Yours sincerely, 

Jaroslav Jonas 

lof 1 
2/12/01 11:40 AM 





Re: Your letter of February 9, 2001 

lof 1 

a 

- 

Subject: Re: Your letter of February 9, 2001 

Date: Mon, 12 Feb 2001 10:31:38 +0100 (MET) 
From: jonas@chemi.muni.cz (jonas@chemi.muni.cz) 

To: Bader Fine Arts <baderfa@execpc.com> 

Dear Dr. Bader, 

Thank you for a prompt reply. As for the theme of your lecture - I have 

heard all the lectures you have given here in Brno so far and I have 
considered all of them highly interesting and very nicely delivered. I think 
that the Loschmidt story has become widely known among the chemists here 
due mainly to your efforts. That is why I would suggest you give the talk on 
the History of the Aldrich Chemical Co. It was given in Lachema on your 
first visit here to a limited audience of Lachema employees and may attract 

MOBeERDeOD Ler 

Mrs. Woergoetter will plan your lecture at the Moravian museum for June 14, 

around 5 or 6 p.m. While the lectures at the museum are usualy in the late 

afternoon hours, the beginning of the lecture at the faculty can be set so 

as to suit you best. 

Prof. Skursky and I would be gratefull for a chance to meet with your wife 

and you at any time during your stay in Brno. 

With best regards and wishes 

Yours sincerely, 

Jaroslav Jonas 

2/12/01 9:15 AM 





Dovey ZAR a sins od 36 JRD FLUGROCHEMICALS PAGE 

Dr.Alfred Bader 
To 

er te 0 ren 

r rom Jin Jappy 

pane rere ee ar nn 

01372-380790 
ee 

Fax Nummer 

18th October 2005 
caer ee hl raceme Ny ne 6 

Alfred: T have read the page or 30 concerning 

your early involvement with JRD which will be in your book.1I 

am quite happy with the wording. 

We wish you every guccess with the new publication-Lesley and t 

look forward to seeing Isabel and you in Decerrber if we can 

arrange a suitable date, 

very Best Regards, 
é 

@1 





Veg is 
One Johnson & Johnson Plaza 

Roger S. Fine New Brunswick, NJ 08933 
Vice President and General Counsel (732) 524-2440 
Member, Executive Committee Fax: (732) 524-3039 

May 31, 2001 

Dr. Alfred Bader 
Alfred Bader Fine Arts 
Astor Hotel Suite 622 
924 East Juneau Avenue 
Milwaukee, WI 53202 

Dear Alfred: 

Many thanks for the lead on Cedarsburg Pharmaceuticals. I’m forwarding the 
information to our senior pharmaceutical executives, and they will follow up if they have 

any interest. 

We hope to see you in the next few weeks. 

Best personal regards. 

___Sincerely, 
an 

Rader S. Fine 

led 
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JONAS eh tai ab te NI & fo) yet Ne To) A GN a ae (@) ae 
speciality ChemicaiL Division 

1682 59th Street Brooklyn, NY 11204 
Pelz 718—-236—1 666 Fax: 718-236~2248 

——$$$————<—- FACSIMILE MESSAGE - = 

DATE . 29, Sept 95 

COMPANY : Alfred Bader Fine Arts 

FAX NO. 414-277-0799 

ATTENTION Alfred BAder; 

Dear Alfred 

It certainy was a pleasure seeing you again after several years. The 

only change I noticed was that you seem more relaxed. I sense that you 

are feeling more accompiished in your personal life as well as your 

Various and varied interests. I wiSnh you continued success and 

happiness together with your dear wite for many, many more years. 

AS -pe@r your request, you-can reach Mr. Irwin Schwartz as follows: 

Jos H. Lowenstein &@ sons 

4 MOrgat Ave 

DY OO KL Yi NX | 

JOnNatnan 

PS- Would you Kindly provide me with David's Tel, number. 

SERVING THE INTERNATIONAL CHEMICAL COMMONTTY SINCE 1938 —- 




